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INTRODUCTION: 
  

One of the significant challenges to RTL designers is to identify complete timing exceptions upfront. 
This becomes an iterative process in complicated designs where additional timing exceptions are 
identified based upon critical path or failing path analysis from timing reports. This approach leaves a 
significant number of timing paths which may not be real, but these never get identified, since they may 
not come up in the critical path report. However, synthesis and timing tools will continue to expend 
resources optimizing these paths when it is not needed. At the same time, it can also impact area and 
power consumption of the device. The intent of this document is to provide examples of false and multi 
cycle path exceptions that are easily missed by even experienced designers, and are identified through 
iterations on timing reports. Broadside tests are used for detecting delay faults in standard-scan circuits. 
A broadside test starts with a scan-in operation. This is followed by two consecutive functional clock 
cycles. The first functional clock cycle is applied under a slow clock in order to allow signal-transitions 
that started because of the scan-in operation to subside. The second functional clock cycle is applied 
under a fast clock in order to activate delay faults and capture their effects. The test ends with a scan-out 
operation. In a multicycle broadside test, there may be more than two functional clock cycles between 
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Abstract: In this paper we are implementing the Multicycle Test Set with the verified S298, S641 
Test bench circuit with more accurate fault coverage. Test compaction can be achieved by using 
multicycle tests. To avoid the computationally intensive process of sequential test generation, 
multicycle tests can be generated by extending two-cycle tests. However, the scan-in state of a 
two-cycle test is not always effective for a multicycle test when the primary input vectors are held 
constant during the functional clock cycles of a test. This paper studies the extent of this issue by 
considering exhaustive two-cycle and multicycle test sets with constant primary input vectors for 
finite-state machine benchmarks. Based on the results of this study, it describes an efficient test 
compaction procedure that modifies selected two-cycle tests in a given test set in order to make 
them more effective as a source for multicycle tests with constant primary input vectors. 
Experimental results are presented to demonstrate the importance of this step to test compaction. 
Test generation procedures for $n$ -detection test sets improve the quality of a test set by adding 
tests that increase the numbers of detections of target faults. A different approach to $n$-detection 
test generation increases the numbers of detections of target faults within the bounds of the 
number of tests of a single-detection test set. Multicycle tests provide the flexibility of improving 
the quality of a test set by increasing the number of clock cycles in each test, without increasing 
the number of tests. Improved test quality is thus achieved with limited increases in test 
application time and test data volume due to the larger numbers of clock cycles in each test. This 
paper describes a procedure that starts from a compact one-detection single-cycle test set for 
single stuck-at faults and produces a multicycle test set with the same number of tests, but 
increased numbers of clock cycles and improved test quality. The procedure uses only one-
detection fault simulation of single stuck-at faults. A similar procedure is applied starting from a 
two-cycle test set and considering transition faults. The procedures produce tests with constant 
primary input vectors to accommodate tester limitations. 
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the scan operations. For at speed test application, the first functional clock cycle is applied under a slow 
clock. The remaining functional clock cycles are applied under a fast clock. 
Multicycle scan-based tests have several applications. They were shown to be useful for circuits with 
multiple clock domains, for test compaction, to enhance defect detection, and to avoid over testing of 
delay faults [1]–[12]. Test compaction was considered in [1], [2], [9], and [11]. The use of multicycle 
tests contributes to test compaction as follows. A functional clock cycle between the scan operations of 
a test is associated with a present-state and a primary input vector that together define an input pattern to 
the combinational logic of the circuit. With more patterns between the scan-in and scan-out operations, 
and by applying these patterns at speed, the test can detect more faults. This allows the number of tests 
to be reduced. A reduction in the number of tests implies a reduction in the number of scan operations 
required for applying the test set. This contributes to a reduction in the test application time. It also 
reduces the test data volume since fewer scan-in and scan-out states need to be stored. 
 

The procedure from [1] generates a compact multicycle test set targeting single stuck-at faults. The 
procedure from [2] compacts a given single-cycle test set by combining pairs of tests into multicycle 
tests targeting single stuck-at faults. The procedure from [9] generates a compact multicycle test set 
targeting transition faults starting from a two-cycle broadside test set. The procedure extends the tests 
into multicycle tests by adding subsequences of primary input vectors, which are applied in functional 
mode, between the scan operations of the tests. It then removes tests that become unnecessary. The 
procedure from [11] also starts from a given two-cycle test set. It extends a test into a multicycle test by 
adding runs of the same primary input vectors to create a special type of test that allows changes in the 
primary input vector to occur under a slow clock. 
 

The advantage of starting from a single-cycle or two-cycle test set is that generating multicycle tests 
directly requires sequential test generation, which is significantly more computationally intensive than 
the generation of single-cycle or two-cycle tests. Specifically, for a circuit with G lines, a multicycle test 
with L clock cycles requires the test generation procedure to consider GL lines. The number of lines is G 
for a single-cycle test and 2G for a two-cycle test. Since the worst-case computational complexity of test 
generation (for example, using the D-algorithm) is exponential in the number of lines, avoiding the use 
of a test generation procedure for multicycle tests is advantageous. The procedures from [2], [9], and 
[11] require conventional test generation for the single-cycle or two-cycle test set. They obtain 
multicycle tests without performing sequential test generation. 
 

The multicycle tests generated by the procedures from [2], [9], and [11] use scan-in states and primary 
input vectors from a given single-cycle or two-cycle test set. Some of the scan-in states may not be 
effective as scan-in states of multicycle tests. For circuits where many of the scan-in states of a single-
cycle test set are not effective as scan-in states of multicycle tests, the procedure from [2] produces test 
sets where most of the tests are single-cycle tests. As a result, it does not benefit fully from the ability of 
multicycle tests to provide test compaction. The procedure from [9] compensates for this effect by 
allowing arbitrary primary input subsequences, which are not based on the two-cycle test set, to be 
applied during the functional clock cycles between the scan operations of a multicycle test. The 
procedure from [11] also allows a multicycle test to include several different primary input vectors. 
 

The option of compensating for the scan-in states with arbitrary primary input subsequences does not 
exist when the primary input vector is held constant during all the functional clock cycles of each test. 
This is sometimes necessary for addressing tester limitations that prevent primary input vectors rom 
being changed at the speed of a fast clock during a test. 
 

This paper describes an approach for addressing this issue without performing sequential test generation. 
This paper consists of two (independent) parts. The first part considers exhaustive two-cycle and 
multicycle test sets with constant primary input vectors for transition faults in finite-state machine 
benchmarks. These test sets demonstrate the extent to which scan-in states from a two-cycle test set are 
effective as scan-in states for a multicycle test set. The second part of this paper describes an efficient 
test compaction procedure that generates a compact multicycle test set for transition faults starting from 
a given compact two-cycle test set.  
This test set can be generated by any test generation procedure for two-cycle tests (the test compaction 
procedure does not use exhaustive test sets and it is applicable to larger circuits). The test compaction 
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procedure includes a step where it modifies a scan-in state, and the corresponding primary input vector, 
in order to make them more suitable for a multicycle test. This step is applied selectively when it 
appears that a two-cycle test is not effective as a source for a multicycle test. Experimental results 
demonstrate the importance of this step. 
 

The modification of scan-in states can also be applied with the test compaction procedures from [2], [9], 
and [11]. However, it is more important when the primary input vectors are held constant during the 
functional clock cycles of a test. The test compaction procedure that modifies scan-in states is expected 
to provide higher levels of test compaction than a sequential test generation procedure with dynamic test 
compaction for the following reason. A sequential test generation procedure with dynamic test 
compaction uses only unspecified values of a test to detect additional faults. The modification of a scan-
in state allows specified values to be complemented if this leads to the detection of more faults. The 
possibility of complementing specified values provides a higher degree of flexibility for the procedure to 
detect more faults with every multicycle test. 
 

To address the constraints of a test data compression method [13]–[16], the two-cycle test set can be 
generated under such constraints. The modification of a two-cycle test can be performed under the same 
constraints. Specifically, a modification can be avoided if the resulting test does not satisfy the 
constraints. The application of several consecutive functional clock cycles at-speed under a multicycle 
test requires a delay fault model where the extra delay of a fault is considered explicitly [17], [18]. In 
this paper, transition faults with an extra delay of a single clock cycle are considered. 
       
EXHAUSTIVE TEST SETS:  
 

This section studies the extent to which the scan-in states that are effective for a two-cycle test set are 
also effective for a multicycle test set by considering exhaustive test sets for finite-state machine 
benchmarks. 
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Test Compaction Procedure: This section describes an efficient test compaction procedure that accepts 
a compact two-cycle test set Tinit, and a limit L>2 on the number of functional clock cycles in a 
multicycle test. The procedure produces a compact multicycle test set Tmulti where the tests have at 
most L functional clock cycles.  

 

 
Multi-cycle implementation of MIPS: Revisit the 1-cycle version shown in below figure 

 

Figure 1: Multi-cycle implementation of MIPS 
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 The multi-cycle version shown in below figure 

 

Figure 2: Multi-cycle version 1 

Note that we have eliminated two adders, and used only one memory unit (so it is Princeton 
architecture) that contains both instructions and data. It is not essential to have a single memory unit, but 
it shows an alternative design of the data path. Intermediate registers are necessary in each cycle; a 
fraction of the instruction is Executed Five 

 
Figure 3: Multi-cycle version 2 

 

Five stages of instruction execution Cycle 1 Instruction fetch and PC increment Cycle 2 Reading 
sources from the register file Cycle 3 Performing an ALU computation Cycle 4 Reading or writing 
(data) memory Cycle 5 Storing data back to the register file Why intermediate registers? Sometimes we 
need the output of a functional unit in a later clock cycle during the execution of an instruction. 
(Example: The instruction word fetched in stage 1 determines the destination of the register write in 
stage 5. The ALU result for an address computation in stage 3 is needed as the memory address for lw 
or sw in stage 4.) These outputs must be stored in intermediate registers for future use. Otherwise they 
will be lost by the next clock cycle. (Instruction read in stage 1 is saved in Instruction register. Register 
file outputs from stage 2 are saved in registers A and B. The ALU output will be stored in a register 
ALUout. Any data fetched from memory in stage 4 is kept in the Memory data register MDR.) 
The Five Cycles of MIPS (Instruction Fetch) IR:= Memory[PC] PC:= PC+4 (Instruction decode and 
Register fetch) A:= Reg[IR[25:21]], B:=Reg[IR[20:16]] ALUout := PC + sign-extend(IR[15:0]] 
(Execute|Memory address|Branch completion) Memory reference: ALUout:= A+ IR[15:0] R-type 
(ALU): ALUout:= A op B Branch: if A=B then PC := ALUout (Memory access | R-type completion) 
LW: MDR:= Memory[ALUout] SW: Memory[ALUout]:= B R-type: Reg[IR[15:11]]:= ALUout 
(Writeback) LW: Reg[[20:16]]:= MDR 
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Experimental Results: The test compaction procedure was applied to benchmark circuits as described 
in this section. The implementation of the procedure does not use any commercial tools. The fault 
simulation process that it is based on considers one fault and one test at a time. No re-synthesis was 
applied to the benchmark circuits that may affect their sets of faults or the numbers of tests required for 
detecting them. The test compaction procedure was applied to compact two cycle broadside test sets 
with constant primary input vectors that were generated for transition faults in benchmark circuits. Only 
benchmark circuits where the transition fault coverage is at least 70% were considered. For other 
circuits, the requirement to use broadside tests with constant primary input vectors causes high fault 
coverage loss. The below figures 4,5 shows the simulation results for multicycle MIPS and comparison 
s298 bench mark circuit. 
 

 
Figure 4: Simulation result of s298 

 

 
Figure 5: Simulation result for Multicycle MIPS 

 

 
Figure 6: Synthesis report for s298 
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CONCLUSION:  
The first part of this paper studied the extent to which scan-in states of a compact two-cycle test set are 
suitable as scan-in states of a compact multicycle test set. This issue is important for avoiding sequential 
test generation when constructing multicycle tests. This study was performed by considering exhaustive 
two-cycle and multicycle test sets for finite-state machine benchmarks. Based on the results of this 
study, the second part of this paper described an efficient test compaction procedure that uses two-cycle 
tests in a given test set as a basis for the computation of multicycle tests. The procedure includes the 
option of modifying scan-in states, and the corresponding primary input vectors, in order to make them 
more suitable for multicycle tests. This step was applied selectively to tests whose numbers of 
functional clock cycles were lower than a target. Experimental results were presented to demonstrate the 
importance of this step to the ability to achieve test compaction using multicycle tests without 
performing sequential test generation. 
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